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Abstract: 

Rapidly growing use and development of data mining technologies bring serious issues to the security of 
individual's vital and sensitive information. An emerging research topic in data mining, known as privacy- 
preserving data mining (PPDM), has been extensively studied in recent years. The basic idea of PPDM is to 
modify the data in such a way so as to perform data mining algorithms effectively without compromising the 
security of sensitive information contained in the data. In this paper, we view the privacy issues related to data 
mining from a wider perspective and investigate various approaches that can help to protect sensitive information. 
In particular, we identify four different types of users involved in data mining applications, namely, data provider, 
data collector, data miner, and decision maker. For each type of user, we discuss his privacy concerns and the 
methods that can be adopted to protect sensitive information. We briery introduce the basics of related research 
topics, review state-of-the-art approaches, and present some preliminary thoughts on future research directions. 
Besides exploring the privacy-preserving approaches for each type of user, we also review the game theoretical 
approaches, which are proposed for analyzing the interactions among different users in a data mining scenario, 
each of whom has his own valuation on the sensitive information. By differentiating the responsibilities of 
different users with respect to security of sensitive information, we would like to provide some useful insights into 
the study of PPDM. 

Keywords — Big data, Data mining, privacy-preserving data mining, game theory, KDD. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
As discussed by Bertino [1], technological advances and novel applications, such as sensors, cyber-
physical systems, smart mobile devices, cloud systems, data analytics, and social networks, are making 
possible to capture, and to quickly process and analyze huge amounts of data from which to extract 
information critical for security-related tasks. Data mining has attracted more and more attention in 
recent years, probably because of the popularity of the ``big data'' concept. Data mining is the process 
of discovering interesting patterns and knowledge from large amounts of data [2].  

 
A. The Process Of KDD 

The term “data mining” is often treated as a synonym for another term “knowledge discovery from 
data” (KDD) which highlights the goal of the mining process. To obtain useful knowledge from data, 
the following steps are performed in an iterative way (see Fig. 1): 
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Fig: 1. An overview of the KDD process.  

 
Step 1: Data Selection: Selecting a data set, or focusing on a subset of variables, or data samples, on 
which discovery is to be performed. 
 
Step 2: Preprocessing: Basic operations include data selection (to retrieve data relevant to the KDD 
task from the database), data cleaning (to remove noise and inconsistent data, to handle the missing 
data fields, etc.) and data integration (to combine data from multiple sources). 
 
Step 3: Data transformation: The goal is to transform data into forms appropriate for the mining task, 
that is, that is, to find useful features to represent the data. Feature selection and feature transformation 
are basic operations. 
 
Step 4: Data mining. This is an essential process where intelligent methods are employed to extract 
data patterns (e.g. association rules, clusters, classification rules, etc). 
 
Step 5: Pattern evaluation and presentation. Basic operations include identifying the truly 
interesting patterns which represent knowledge, and presenting the mined knowledge in an easy-to-
understand fashion. 

B. User Role-Based Methodology 
Current models and algorithms proposed for PPDM mainly focus on how to hide that sensitive 
information from certain mining operations. However, as depicted in Fig. 1, the whole KDD process 
involves multi-phase operations. Besides the mining phase, privacy issues may also arise in the phase 
of data collecting or data preprocessing, even in the delivery process of the mining results. In this 
paper, we investigate the privacy aspects of data mining by considering the whole knowledge-
discovery process. We present an overview of the many approaches which can help to make proper use 
of sensitive data and protect the security of sensitive information discovered by data mining. If 
sensitive information is lost or used in any way other than intended, the result can be severe damage to 
the person or organization to which that information belongs. The term “sensitive data” refers to data 
from which sensitive information can be extracted [8].  
In this paper, we develop a user-role based methodology to conduct the review of related studies. Based 
on the stage division in KDD process (see Fig. 1), we can identify four different types of users, namely 
four user roles, in a typical data mining scenario. 
1. Data Provider: the user who owns some data that are desired by the data mining task. 
2. Data Collector: the user who collects data from data providers and then publishes the data to the 

data miner. 
3. Data Miner: the user who performs data mining tasks on the data. 
4. Decision Maker: the user who makes decisions based on the data mining results in order to 

achieve certain goals. 
 
User represents either a person or an organization. Also, one user can play multiple roles at once. 
 

C. Data Mining Scenario 
In the data mining scenario depicted in Fig.2, a user represents either a person or an organization. 
Also, one user can play multiple roles at once. For example the customer plays the role of data source 
provider, and the retailer plays the roles of data receiver, data explorer and determiner [who make 
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decision]. By differentiating the four different user roles, we can explore the privacy issues in data 
mining in a principled way. All users care about the security of sensitive information, but each user 
role views the security issue from its own perspective. Here we briefly describe the privacy concerns 
of each user role. Detailed discussions will be presented in following sections. 

 
Fig: 2. User Role based methodology in Typical 

Data Source Provider: The major concern of a data source provider is whether he can control the 
sensitivity of the data he provides to others. On one hand, the provider should be able to make his very 
private data, namely the data containing information that he does not want anyone else to know, 
inaccessible to the data receiver. On the other hand, if the data source provider has to provide some 
data to the data receiver, he wants to hide his sensitive information as much as possible and get enough 
compensation for the possible loss in privacy. 
 
Data Collector/Receiver: The data collected from data source providers may contain individual's 
sensitive information. Directly releasing the data to the data explorer will violate data source provider's 
privacy, hence data modification is required. On the other hand, the data should still be useful after 
modification; otherwise collecting the data will be meaningless. Therefore, the major concern of data 
receiver is to guarantee that the modified data contain no sensitive information but still preserve high 
utility.  
 
Data Miner: The data miner applies mining algorithms to the data provided by data receiver and he 
wish to extract useful information from data in a privacy-preserving manner. As introduced in PPDM, 
it covers two types of protections, namely the protection of the sensitive data themselves and the 
protection of sensitive mining results. With the user role-based methodology proposed in this paper, we 
consider the data receiver should take the major responsibility of protecting sensitive data, while data 
explorer can focus on how to hide the sensitive mining results from entrusted parties.  
 
Decision Maker/ Determiner: As shown in Fig. 2, a determiner who makes decision can get the data 
mining results directly from the data explorer, or from some Information Transmitter. It is likely that 
the information transmitter changes the mining results intentionally or unintentionally, which may 
cause serious loss to the determiner. Therefore, what the determiner who makes the decision concerns 
is whether the mining results are credible. In addition to investigate the privacy-protection approaches 
adopted by each user role, in this paper we emphasize a common type of approach, namely game 
theoretical approach, that can be applied to many problems involving privacy protection in data mining. 
The rationality is that, in the data mining scenario, each user pursues high self-interests in terms of 
privacy preservation or data utility, and the interests of different users are correlated. Hence the 
interactions among different users can be modeled as a game. By using methodologies from game 
theory, we can get useful implications on how each user role should behavior in an attempt to solve his 
privacy problems. 

2.  DATA SOURCE PROVIDER 
2.1 Concerns of Data Source Provider 
A data source provider owns some data from which valuable information can be extracted. In the data 
mining scenario depicted in Fig. 1b, there are actually two types of data source providers: one refers to 
the data source provider who provides data to data receiver, and the other refers to the data receiver 
who collect and provides data to data explorer. To differentiate the privacy protecting methods adopted 
by different user roles, here in this section, we restrict ourselves to the ordinary data source provider, 
the one who owns a relatively small amount of data which contain only information about him. Data 
reporting information about an individual are often referred to as "Micro data" [5]. If a data provider 
reveals his Micro data to the data receiver, his privacy might be comprised due to the unexpected data 
breach or exposure of sensitive information. Hence, the privacy concern of a data source provider is 
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whether he can take control over what kind of and how much information other people can obtain from 
his data.  

2.2 Approaches to Privacy Protection 

Limit the Access: A data source provider provides his data to the receiver in an active way or a passive 
way. By "active" we mean that the data source provider willingly opts in a survey initiated by the data 
receiver, or fill in some registration forms to create an account in a website. By "passive" we mean that 
the data, which are generated by the source provider's routine activities, are recorded by the data 
receiver, while the data source provider may even have no awareness of the revealing of his data. 
When the data source provider provides his data actively, he can simply ignore the receiver's demand 
for the facts that he consider very sensitive. If his data are passively provided to the data receiver, the 
data source provider can take some measures to limit the receiver's access to his sensitive data. Also, 
the data source provider can utilize various security tools that are developed for Internet environment 
to protect his data. Many of the security tools are designed as browser extensions for ease of use. Based 
on their basic functions, current security tools can be categorized into the following three types: 

2.2.1 Anti-tracking extensions: Knowing that valuable information can be removed from the data 
produced by user's online activities, Internet companies have a strong motivation to track the user's 
movements on the Internet. When browsing the Internet, a user can utilize an anti-tracking extension to 
block the trackers from collecting the cookies. Popular anti-tracking extensions include Disconnect. A 
major technology used for anti- tracking is called Do Not Track (DNT), which enables users to opt out 
of tracking by websites they do not visit. A user's opt-out preference is signaled by an HTTP header 
field named DNT: if DNT=1, it means the user does not want to be tracked (opt out). Two U.S. 
researchers first created a prototype add on supporting DNT header for the Firefox web browser in 
2009. Later, many web browsers have added support for DNT.DNT is not only a technology but also a 
policy framework for how companies that receive the signal should respond. TheW3C Tracking 
Protection Working Group is now trying to standardize how websites should response to user's DNT 
request [6]. 
2.2.2 Advertisement and script blockers: This type of browser extensions can block advertisements on 
the sites, and kill scripts and widgets that send the user's data to some unknown third party. Example 
tools include Ad Block Plus6, NoScript7, FlashBlock8, etc. 
2.2.3 Encryption Tools: To make sure a private online communication between two parties cannot be 
intercepted by third parties, a user can utilize encryption tools, such as MailCloak9and TorChat10, to 
encrypt his emails, instant messages, or other types of web traffic. Also, a user can encrypt all of his 
internet traffic by using a VPN (virtual private network) service. There is no guarantee that one's 
sensitive data can be completely kept out of the reach of treacherous data collectors, making it a habit 
of clearing online traces and using security tools does can help to reduce the risk of privacy disclosure.  
 
Trade Privacy for Benefit: In some cases, the data source provider needs to make a trade-off between 
the loss of privacy and the benefits brought by participating in data mining. For example, by analyzing 
a user's demographic information and browsing history, a shopping website can offer personalized 
product recommendations to the user. The user's sensitive preference may be disclosed but he can 
enjoy a better shopping experience. Driven by some benefits, e.g. a personalized service or monetary 
incentives, the data source provider may be willing to provide his sensitive data to a reliable data 
receiver, who promises the provider's sensitive information will not be revealed to an unauthorized 
third-party. If the provider is able to predict how much benefit he can get, he can logically decide what 
kind of and how many sensitive data to provide. For example, suppose a receiver asks the data source 
provider to provide information about his age, gender, occupation and annual salary. And the receiver 
tells the data source provider how much he would pay for each data item. If the data source provider 
considers salary to be his sensitive information, then based on the prices offered by the receiver, he 
chooses one of the following actions: i) not to report his salary, if he thinks the price is too low; ii) to 
report a fuzzy value of his salary, e.g. "less than 10,000 dollars", if he thinks the price is just 
acceptable; iii) to report an accurate value of his salary, if he thinks the price is high enough.  
Provide False Data: As discussed above, a data source provider can take some measures to prevent 
data receiver from accessing his sensitive data. 
However, a disappointed fact that we have to admit is that no matter how hard they try, Internet users 
cannot completely stop the unwanted access to their personal information. So instead of trying to limit 
the access, the data source provider can provide false information to those treacherous data receiver. 
The following three methods can help an Internet user to falsify his data: Using "sock puppets" to hide 
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one's true activities. A sock puppet is a false online identity though which a member of an Internet 
community speaks while pretending to be another person, like a puppeteer manipulating a hand puppet. 
By using multiple sock puppets, the data produced by one individual’s activities will be deemed as data 
belonging to different individuals, assuming that the data receiver does not have enough knowledge to 
relate different sock puppets to one specific individual. Using a fake identity to create phony 
information. In 2012, Apple Inc. was assigned a patient called "Techniques to pollute electronic 
profiling" which can help to protect user's privacy [8]. This patent discloses a method for polluting the 
information gathered by "network eavesdroppers" by making a false online identity of a principal 
agent, e.g. a service subscriber. A browser extension called Mask Me, which was release by the online 
privacy company Abine, Inc. in 2013, can help the user to create and manage aliases (or Masks) of 
these personal information. Users can use these aliases just like they normally do when such 
information is required, while the websites cannot get the real information. In this way, user's privacy 
is protected. 

3.  DATA Collector/ Receiver 
3.1. Concerns of Data Receiver 
A data receiver collects data from data source providers in order to support the subsequent data mining 
operations [see Fig 1B]. The original data collected from data source providers usually contain 
sensitive information about individuals. If the data receiver doesn't take sufficient precautions before 
releasing the data to public or data miners, those sensitive information may be disclosed, even though 
this is not the receiver's original intention. It is necessary for the data receiver to modify the original 
data before releasing them to others. The data modification process adopted by data receiver, with the 
goal of preserving privacy and utility simultaneously, is usually called privacy preserving data 
publishing (PPDP).Extensive approaches to PPDP have been proposed in last decade. Fung et al. have 
systematically summarized and evaluated different approaches in their frequently cited survey [9]. 
Also, Wong and Fu have made a detailed review of studies on PPDP in their monograph. To 
differentiate with their work, in this paper us mainly focus on how PPDP is realized in two emerging 
applications, namely social networks and location- based services. To make our review more self- 
contained, in next subsection we will first briefly introduce some basics of PPDP, e.g. the privacy 
model, typical anonymization operations, information metrics, etc., and then we will review studies on 
social networks and location-based services respectively. 

3.2 Approaches to Privacy Protection Basics of PPDP: PPDP mainly studies anonymization 
approaches for publishing useful data while preserving privacy. The original data is assumed to be a 
private table consisting of multiple records. Each record consists of the following 4 types of attributes: 
Identifier (ID): Attributes that can directly and uniquely identify an individual, such as name, ID 
number and mobile number. 
Quasi-identifier (QID): Attributes that can be linked with external data to re-identify individual 
records, such as gender, age and zip code. Sensitive Attribute (SA): Attributes that an individual wants 
to conceal, such as disease and salary.  
Non-Sensitive Attribute (NSA): Attributes other than ID, QID and SA. Before being published to 
others, the table is anonymised, that is, identifiers are removed and quasi-identifiers are modified. As a 
result, individual's identity and sensitive attribute values can be hidden from adversaries. Typical 
privacy models [9] includes A-anonymity (for preventing record linkage), l-diversity (for preventing 
record linkage and attribute linkage), t-closeness (for preventing attribute linkage and probabilistic 
attack), epsilon-differential privacy (for preventing table linkage and probabilistic attack), etc. Among 
the many privacy models, A-anonymity and its variants are most widely used. The idea of A-
anonymity is to modify the values of quasi-identifiers in original data table, so that every tuples in the 
anonymized table is indistinguishable from at least A - 1 other tuples along the quasi-identifiers. 
Intuitionally, if a table satisfies A- anonymity and the adversary only knows the quasi identifier values 
of the target individual, then the probability that the target's record being identified by the adversary 
will not exceed 1 =A. To make the data table satisfy the requirement of a specified privacy model, one 
can apply the following anonymization operations [9]: 
Generalization: This operation replaces some values with a parent value in the taxonomy of an 
attribute. 
Typical generalization schemes including full- domain generalization, sub tree generalization, 
multidimensional generalization, etc.  
Suppression: This operation replaces some values with a special value (e.g. a asterisk '*'), indicating 
that there placed values are not disclosed. Typical suppression schemes include record suppression, 
value suppression, cell suppression, etc. Anatomization: This operation does not modify the quasi-
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identifier or the sensitive attribute, but de- associates the relationship between the two. Anatomization-
based method releases the data on QID and the data on SA in two separate tables.  
Permutation: This operation de-associates the relationship between a quasi-identifier and a numerical 
sensitive attribute by partitioning a set of data records into groups and shuffling their sensitive values 
within each group. 
Perturbation: This operation replaces the original data values with some synthetic data values, so that 
the statistical information computed from the perturbed data does not differ significantly from the 
statistical information computed from the original data. Typical perturbation methods include adding 
noise, swapping data, and generating synthetic data. The anonymization operations will reduce the 
utility of data. The reduction of data utility is usually represented by information 

 

3.3 Privacy-Preserving Publishing of Social Network Data: 

Social networks have gained great development in recent years. Aiming at discovering interesting 
social patterns, social network analysis becomes more and more important. To support the analysis, the 
company who runs a social network application sometimes needs to publish its data to a third party[7]. 
However, even if the truthful identifiers of individuals are removed from the published data, which is 
referred to as naive anonymized, publication of the network data may lead to exposures of sensitive 
information about individuals, such as one's intimate relationships with others. Therefore, the network 
data need to be properly anonym zed before they are published. A social network is usually modeled as 
a graph, where the vertex represents an entity and the edge represents the relationship between two 
entities. Thus, PPDP in the context of social networks mainly deals with anonymizing graph data, 
which is much more challenging than anonymizing relational table data.[10] have identified the 
following three challenges in social network data anonymization: First, modeling adversary's 
background knowledge about the network is much harder. For relational data tables, a small set of 
quasi- identifiers are used to define the attack models. While given the network data, various 
information, such as attributes of an entity and relationships between different entities, may be utilized 
by the adversary. Second, measuring the information loss in anonymizing social network data is harder 
than that in anonymizing relational data. It is difficult to determine whether the original network and 
the anonymized network are different in certain properties of the network. Third, devising 
anonymization methods for social network data is much harder than that for relational data. 
Anonymizing a group of tuples in a relational table does not affect other tuples. However, when 
modifying a network, changing one vertex or edge may affect the rest of the network. Therefore 
"divide- and-conquer" methods, which are widely applied to relational data, cannot be applied to 
network data.[16] 

4. DATA EXPLORER 
4.1. Concerns of Data Explorer 
The primary concern of data explorer is how to prevent sensitive information from appearing in the 
mining results. To perform a privacy-preserving data mining. The data explorer usually needs to 
modify the data he got from the data receiver. As a result, the decline of data utility is inevitable. 
Similar to data receiver, the data miner also faces the privacy-utility trade-off problem. But in the 
context of PPDM, quantifications of privacy and utility are closely related to the mining algorithm 
employed by the data explorer who mines the data. 
4.2 Approaches to Privacy Protection 
Extensive PPDM approaches have been proposed. These approaches can be classified by different 
criteria, such as data distribution, data modification method, data mining algorithm, etc. Based on the 
distribution of data, PPDM approaches can be classified into two categories, namely approaches for 
centralized data mining and approaches for distributed data mining. Distributed data mining can be 
further categorized into data mining over horizontally partitioned data and data mining over vertically 
partitioned data. Based on the technique adopted for data modification, PPDM can be classified into 
perturbation-based, blocking-based, swapping based, etc. 
4.2.1. Privacy-preserving association rule mining: Association rule mining is one of the most 
important data mining tasks, which aims at finding interesting associations and correlation 
relationships among large sets of data items. A typical example of association rule mining is market 
basket analysis, which analyzes customer buying habits by finding associations between different items 
that customers 
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4.2.2. Privacy-preserving classification: Classification is a form of data analysis that extracts 
models describing important data classes [1]. Data classification can be seen as a two-step process. In 
the first step, which is called learning step, a classification algorithm is employed to build a classifier 
(classification model) by analyzing a training set made up of tuples and their associated class labels. In 
the second step, the classifier is used for classification, i.e. predicting categorical class labels of new 
data. Typical classification model include decision tree, Bayesian model, support vector machine, etc. 

4.2.3. Decision Tree: A decision tree is a flowchart like tree structure, where each internal node (non-
leaf node) denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an outcome of the test, and each leaf 
node (or terminal node) represents a class label [1]. Given a tuple X, the attribute values of the tuple 
are tested against the decision tree. A path is traced from the root to a leaf node which holds the class 
prediction for the tuple. 

4.2.4. Naive Bayesian classification: Naive Bayesian classification is based on Bayes' theorem of 
posterior probability. It assumes that the effect of an attribute value on a given class is independent of 
the values of other attributes. Given a tuple, a Bayesian classifier can predict the probability that the 
tuple belongs to a particular class. Privacy- preserving classification problem in a distributed scenario, 
where multi-parties collaborate to develop a classification model, but no one wants to disclose its data 
to others [18]. Based on previous studies on secure multi-party computation, they propose different 
protocols to learn naive Bayesian classification models from vertically partitioned or horizontally 
partitioned data. 

4.2.5. Support Vector Machine: Support Vector Machine (SVM) is widely used in classification [1]. 
SVM uses a nonlinear mapping to transform the original training data into a higher dimension. Within 
this new dimension, SVM searches for a linear optimal separating hyper plane (i.e. a "decision 
boundary" separating tuples of one class from another), by using support vectors and margins (defined 
by the support vectors)[13] propose a solution for constructing a global SVM classification model 
from data distributed at multiple parties, without disclosing the data of each party [17]. They consider 
the kernel matrix, which is the central structure in a SVM, to be an intermediate profile that does not 
disclose any information on local data but can generate the global model. 

 

5. DECISION MAKER/ DETERMINER 
5.1 Concerns of Determiner 

The ultimate goal of data mining is to provide useful information to the determiner, so that the 
determiner can choose a better way to achieve his objective, such as increasing sales of products or 
making correct diagnoses of diseases. At a first glance, it seems that the determiner has no 
responsibility for protecting privacy, since we usually interpret privacy as sensitive information about 
the original data owners (i.e. data source providers). Generally, the data explorer, the data receiver and 
the data source provider himself are considered to be responsible for the safety of privacy. However, if 
we look at the privacy issue from a wider perspective, we can see that the determiner also has his own 
privacy concerns. The data mining results provided by the data explorer are of high importance to the 
determiner. If the results are disclosed to someone else, e.g. a competing company, the determiner may 
suffer a loss. That is to say, from the perspective of determiner, the data mining results are sensitive 
information. On the other hand, if the determiner does not get the data mining results directly from the 
data explorer, but from someone else which we called information transmitter, the determiner should 
be skeptical about the credibility of the results, in case that the results have been distorted. 

5.2 Approaches to Privacy Protection 

To deal with the first privacy issue proposed above, i.e. to prevent unwanted disclosure of sensitive 
mining results, usually the determiner has to resort to legal measures. For example, making a contract 
with the data explorer to forbid the miner from disclosing the mining results to a third party. To handle 
the second issue, i.e. to determine whether the received information can be trusted, the determiner can 
utilize methodologies from data provenance, credibility analysis of Web information, or other related 
research fields. In the rest part of this section, we will first briefly review the studies on data 
provenance and web information credibility, and then present a preliminary discussion about how 
these studies can help to analyze the credibility of data mining results. 
 
5.2.1. Data Provenance: If the determiner does not get the data mining results directly from the data 
explorer, he would want to know how the results are delivered to him and what kind of modification 
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may have been applied to the results, so that he can determine whether the results can be trusted. This 
is why "provenance" is needed. The term provenance originally refers to the chronology of the 
ownership, custody or location of a historical object. In information science, a piece of data is treated 
as the historical object, and data provenance refers to the information that helps determine the 
derivation history of the data, starting from the original source [11]. Two kinds of information can be 
found in the provenance of the data: the ancestral data from which current data evolved and the 
transformations applied to ancestral data that helped to produce current data. With such information, 
people can better understand the data and judge the credibility of the data. Since 1990s, data 
provenance has been extensively studied in the fields of databases and workflows. Several surveys are 
now available [11]. Present taxonomy of data provenance techniques. The following five aspects are 
used to capture the characteristics of a provenance system: Application of provenance. Provenance 
systems may be constructed to support a number of uses, such as estimate data quality and data 
reliability, trace the audit trail of data, and repeat the derivation of data, etc. Subject of provenance. 
Provenance information can be collected about different resources present in the data processing 
system and at various levels of detail. 
Representation of provenance: There are mainly two types of methods to represent provenance 
information, one is annotation and the other is inversion. The annotation method uses metadata, which 
comprise of the derivation history of the data, as annotations and descriptions about sources data and 
processes. The inversion method uses the property by which some derivations can be inverted to find 
the input data supplied to derive the output data. 
Provenance dissemination: They summarize the key components of a provenance management 
solution, discuss applications for work flow provenance, and outline a few open problems for database 
related research. As Internet becomes a major platform for information sharing, provenance of Internet 
information has attracted some attention. Researchers have developed approaches for information 
provenance in semantic web and social media. O. Hartig proposes a provenance model that captures 
both the information about web-based data access and information about the creation of data [12]. In 
this model, an ontology-based vocabulary is developed to describe the provenance information. 
Moreau reviews research issues related to tracking provenance in semantic web from the following 
four aspects: publishing provenance on the web; using semantic web technologies to facilitate 
provenance acquisition, representation, and reasoning; tracking the provenance of RDF (resource 
description framework)-based information; tracking the provenance of inferred knowledge [13]. 
Barbier and Liu study the information provenance problem in social media. They model the social 
network as a directed graph G (V; E; p), where V is the node set and E is the edge set. Each node in the 
graph represents an entity and each directed edge represents the direction of information propagation 
[14]. An information propagation probability p is attached to each edge, Based on the model they 
define. The information provenance problems follows: given a directed graph G(V;E; p), with known 
terminals T 0 V, and a positive integer constant k 0Z+, identify the sources S 0 V, such that jSj < k, and 
U (S; T)is maximized [15]. The function U (S; T) estimates the utility of information propagation 
which starts from the sources S and stops at the terminals T. To solve this provenance problem, one 
can leverage the unique features of social networks, e.g. user profiles, user interactions, spatial or 
temporal information, etc. Two approaches are developed to seek the provenance of information. One 
approach utilizes the network information to directly seek the provenance of information, and the other 
approach aims at finding the reverse flows of information propagation. There are still many problems 
to be explored in future study. 

6. CONCLUSION 
How to protect sensitive information from the security threats brought by data mining has become a 
hot topic in recent years. In this paper we review the privacy issues related to data mining by using a 
user- role based methodology. We differentiate four different user roles that are commonly involved in 
data mining applications, i.e. data source provider, data receiver, data explorer and determiner. Each 
user role has its own privacy concerns; hence the privacy- preserving approaches adopted by one user 
role are generally different from those adopted by others. For data source provider, his privacy-
preserving objective is to effectively control the amount of sensitive data revealed to others. To achieve 
this goal, he can utilize security tools to limit other's access to his data, sell his data at auction to get 
enough compensation for privacy loss, or falsify his data to hide his true identity. For data receiver, his 
privacy-preserving objective is to release useful data to data miners without disclosing data source 
provider's identities and sensitive information about them. To achieve this goal, he needs to develop 
proper privacy models to quantify the possible loss of privacy under different attacks, and apply 
anonymization techniques to the data. For data explorer, his privacy-preserving objective is to get 
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correct data mining results while keep sensitive information undisclosed either in the process of data 
mining or in the mining results. To achieve this goal, he can choose a proper method to modify the data 
before certain mining algorithms are applied to, or utilize secure computation protocols to ensure the 
safety of private data and sensitive information contained in the learned model. For determiner, his 
privacy-preserving objective is to make a correct judgment about the credibility of the data mining 
results he's got. To achieve this goal, he can utilize e-provenance techniques to trace back the history of 
the received information, or build classifier to discriminate true information from false information. To 
achieve the privacy-preserving goals of different user’s roles, various methods from different research 
fields are required. We have reviewed recent progress in related studies, and discussed problems 
waiting to be further investigated. We hope that the review presented in this paper can offer researcher 
different insights into the issue of privacy-preserving data mining, and promote the exploration of new 
solutions to the security of sensitive information. 
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